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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE, PLEASE
WORLD WEAVER PRESS
ANNOUNCES RELEASE OF
“CURSED: WICKEDLY FUN STORIES”
BY SUSAN ABEL SULLIVAN
FIRST FICTION COLLECTION FROM
NEW INDEPENDENT PUBLISHER
ON SALE NOW!
New York, NY (March 5, 2012) – World Weaver Press (Eileen Wiedbrauk,
Editor-in-Chief) has announced the release of Cursed: Wickedly Fun
Stories by Susan Abel Sullivan, their first speculative fiction
collection as an independent publisher.
“Susan Abel Sullivan has written an engaging collection that appeals
to both the young and young at heart,” commented Wiedbrauk. “I’m
excited to be a part of bringing this collection to readers and
thrilled to publish Susan as our first World Weaver Press author;
she’s an asset to WWP and a writer not to be missed.”
Cursed: Wickedly Fun Stories is a speculative fiction short story
collection featuring witches, werewolves, limericks that can change
fate, and a sinister vine bent on murder and the destruction of
Alabama.
These stories draw in readers with their lighthearted tone
and delight with their wickedly sly sense of humor. Cursed: Wickedly
Fun Stories features pieces previously published in Andromeda
Spaceways, Inflight Magazine, AlienSkin, and Beyond Centauri, as well
as a never before published short.
The digital edition of Cursed: Wickedly Fun Stories can be purchased
online at Amazon.com, Barnesandnoble.com, and Smashwords.com.
Susan Abel Sullivan lives in a Victorian house in northeastern Alabama
with two dogs, way too many cats, and a ghost. When not writing she
likes to get her groove on by teaching Zumba classes. She is a
graduate of the Odyssey Writing Workshop for speculative fiction. Her
short fiction and poetry have appeared in numerous online and print
publications, including Asimov’s Science Fiction Magazine, ASIM Best
of Horror: Vol II, New Myths, Writers’ Journal, and others. She is
currently working on a YA novel about the supernaturally challenged.
Visit
her
website
at
susanabelsullivan.weebly.com
or
twitter
@susan_abel.
worldweaverpress.com
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WORLD WEAVER PRESS

World Weaver Press is an independent publisher of science fiction and
fantasy, dedicated to producing quality novels, novellas, novelettes,
and collections and anthologies of short fiction. World Weaver Press
seeks to publish fiction that engages the mind and ensnares the storyloving soul. Find out more at worldweaverpress.com.
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